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SYNOPSIS

"SHE HAD TO CHOOSE"

"Los Angeles or bust," reads the chalk lettering on the back of a flower that rambles along a desert road. It's hot, with Sally Blay (Isabel Jewell), a vivacious, energetic Texan strolling through the desert. She finds a oasis, and after a brief respite, sets out for Los Angeles, her destination.

In Los Angeles, she finds her way to the set of a movie, "My Life and Yours," directed by Larry "Buster" Crabbe (Bill). She becomes a temporary member of the cast, but her time there is short-lived when she becomes involved in a plot to kidnap the star of the film, Susan Page (Isabel Jewell). The plot is foiled, and Sally returns to the desert, where she is reunited with her life's love, Larry "Buster" Crabbe.

NEW BACKGROUND FOR MOVIE PLOT

Roadside Barbecue Stand Is Gather ing Place for Happy Tourist

(Advance)

The movie industry during the past few years has been on a roll. The audience has been attracted to the films, and the demand for new, exciting stories has never been higher. In the summer of 1938, a Majestic Pictures release, "The Roadside Barbecue Stand," was praised for its storyline and the performances of Sally Blay and Larry "Buster" Crabbe.

The film is set in the summer of 1938, and the action takes place on the streets of Los Angeles. Sally Blay, a young woman who has just arrived in the city, is searching for her missing brother, a movie star. She finds work at a roadside barbeque stand, where she meets Larry "Buster" Crabbe, a film star who is struggling to make ends meet. The two fall in love, and their relationship becomes the focus of the movie.

The film features a cast of characters who are all trying to make it in the film industry, including Sally Blay, Larry "Buster" Crabbe, and a young girl who finds herself in one of the situations that Sally Blay finds herself in. The movie is filled with excitement and adventure, and the audience is left wanting more.

SYNOPSIS

"SHE HAD TO CHOOSE"

In the early days of Hollywood, Sally Blay (Isabel Jewell) is a young woman who has just arrived in the city. She is searching for her missing brother, a movie star, and she lands a job at a roadside barbeque stand. There, she meets Larry "Buster" Crabbe (Bill), a struggling actor who is trying to make it in the film industry.

The two fall in love, and their relationship becomes the focus of the movie. Sally Blay is determined to find her brother, and Larry "Buster" Crabbe is determined to make it in the industry. The two are thrown into a world of excitement and adventure, and the audience is left wanting more.

SYNOPSIS

"SHE HAD TO CHOOSE"

In the summer of 1938, Sally Blay (Isabel Jewell) is a young woman who has just arrived in Los Angeles. She is searching for her missing brother, a movie star, and she lands a job at a roadside barbeque stand. There, she meets Larry "Buster" Crabbe (Bill), a struggling actor who is trying to make it in the industry.

The two fall in love, and their relationship becomes the focus of the movie. Sally Blay is determined to find her brother, and Larry "Buster" Crabbe is determined to make it in the industry. The two are thrown into a world of excitement and adventure, and the audience is left wanting more.
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Her filmer ran out of gas — so she coasted down hill right into the arms and heart of her MAN!
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A MAJESTIC PICTURE
REVIEWS PROVE BOX-OFFICE VALUE

VARIETY DAILY—"Good direction and first class playing. Dependable family entertainment. Cedric Hervey Cedar writes his comedy and drama well. Excellent performances. Sincere laughs. Wall produced lavish mountings. Handsomely photographed."

THE BILLBOARD—"A dandy program picture for the entire family.... Will please almost any age.... Larry 'Buster' Crabbe gives real life to his role. The laughs will come flying straight in major supporting parts. Sally Blane is charming. Fuzzy Knight is a good comedian."

MOTION PICTURE DAILY—"Worth while program attraction appealing to family audiences. Cast contributes effective performances. Cedric Hervey Cedar's direction skillfully blends romance, drama, comedy."

MOTION PICTURE HERALD—"One of the potential showmanship features.... In a choral musical number 'There is a Tavern in the Town.'... The climax works out in a whirlwind of action with a surprise punch."

SHOWMEN'S ROUND TABLE—"A picture the average patron will love. Best Majestic has made. Loaded with amusing situations. Abundance of good scenes, a lovely story romance, as well as some tense dramatic moments."

BOX OFFICE—"Majestic definitely proves a simple down-to-earth story can be made highly entertaining through treatment, settings and excellent direction. Performance of Miss Jewell is particularly notable, demonstrating ability as an emotional actress."
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